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We borrow environmental capital from future generations with no intention or prospect of repaying ... We act as we do because we can get away with it: future generations do not vote; they have no political or financial power; they cannot challenge our decisions.

Brundtland Report Our Common Future 1987

Introduction**

States have adopted a number of international agreements referring to ‘present and future generations’. Many of these relate specifically to the environment, and at least nine are binding on the United Kingdom.1 This clearly indicates that the principle of intergenerational equity (IGE) is influential enough in international negotiations to encourage decision-makers to include references to protecting the interests of present and future generations in legal texts. At a national level there are several examples of both primary and secondary legislation where reference to ‘future generations’ is made:2 this is further substantial evidence that UK legislators too have had such a vision.

Safeguarding the interests of young and future generations is one way of expressing the principle of IGE both in theory and practice and goes a long way towards putting the issue on the agenda of legislators, negotiators, politicians and civil society alike. This article argues that the principle of IGE, which builds on the thinking of prominent philosophers, can be recognised as a live principle that has reached the statute books and been used to good effect internationally as well as domestically, the article suggests how to learn from these and, by way of analogy, how the United Kingdom might strive to take steps in a similar direction.

This could be regarded as the right time to consider the practical implementation of IGE in the United Kingdom, not least because of the impending demise of the Sustainable Development Commission (SDC).3 The SDC advised the UK government on how to fulfil its obligations to promote and implement the principle of sustainable development (SD), although its influence remains questionable; the view was expressed in this journal that the decision to axe the SDC is predictable in that it is unclear that its impact over the past decade has justified a place for it in any governmental structure.4 Nevertheless, its absence will result in a gap in the UK political system such that the SD principle is at risk of being left out of policy-making altogether.

It is hoped that offering this review and supplementary suggestions might lead to wider institutionalisation of the rights of future generations not only in the United Kingdom but in countries the world over. The author welcomes responses and further (lively) debate about the practical application of IGE, including additional examples of where the principle is successfully being implemented.

Context

In the late 1980s, the World Commission on Environment and Development (now widely know as the Brundtland Commission) published a report known as the 'Brundtland
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Report’, entitled Our Common Future. The first reference in that report to ‘sustainable development’ states: ‘Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.’

It is well understood from this definition that the notion of SD incorporates a safeguard for future generations. The duty to ensure that the present generation’s activities (such as resource use) do not compromise the subsequent generation’s ability to share equally in the use of that resource is widely accepted as a cornerstone of IGE. Indeed, in his recent separate Opinion in Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Argentina v Uruguay), Cançado Trindade J states that ‘[s]ustainable development disclosed an ineluctable temporal dimension, in bringing to the fore present and future generations altogether.’

The idea of ‘responsible use of resources’ has been relevant to decision making, at even the most local level, for centuries. The story of the oak beams of New Hall College, Oxford, often traced back to the anthropologist Gregory Bateson (1904–80) and now raised to almost mythological heights, perfectly illustrates this. Founded in 1379, New Hall College is one of the oldest of the Oxford colleges. Gregory Bateson told the story of its great dining hall being built with huge oak beams to form the roof; an extract follows.

A century ago, some busy entomologist went up into the roof of the dining hall with a penknife and poked at the beams and found that they were full of beetles. This was reported to the College Council, which met the news with some dismay, beams this large were now very hard, if not impossible to come by. “Where would they get beams of that calibre?” they worried.

In response to this worry and the need to replace the beams the College Forester relayed the information that had been passed down through the generations that when the College was built a grove of oak trees had been planted to mature and when needed, be used to replace the oak beams in the dining hall, because “oak beams always become beetlely in the end”.

While the validity and exact details of the story have been questioned, it nonetheless serves to illustrate what ‘sustainable development’ can mean in practice. It can also be used as an example of how IGE can be applied to the decision-making processes that affect every day activities, and how these decisions will often have an impact on succeeding generations.

Within each sphere of governance, decisions must be made about legislation and policy on myriad issues ranging from the economy, health, education and the environment. The impact of each decision on society, a society made up of people who are governed by their representatives, should be carefully considered, especially where there is the potential for a decision to have a negative impact. If a decision does have such an impact, constituents can hold the government to account through a number of means, such as at a general election (usually held every four to five years), or by pursuing the matter in the courts and seeking a judicial review. In theory, then, it should be in the government’s interests to govern in a responsible manner that benefits society.

The situation differs somewhat if we consider adding IGE to the decision-making equation. If we attempt to alter the equation, it should theoretically follow that the government will consider the impact of any decision it takes on succeeding generations before taking it. In practice, however, other than a sense of moral duty there is little by way of an incentive for the UK government to represent the interests of the unborn, especially as there is no mechanism by which the unborn can hold that government to account. Future generations do not participate in general elections or lobby Parliament to represent their interests in the legislature, nor can they submit an application for a judicial review. Consequently, it might not be a priority for elected members of Parliament to consider safeguarding the rights of a constituency that will not be able to vote for them. If IGE is to be implemented in a representative democracy such as the United Kingdom, this deficit in the decision-making process must be addressed.

**Intergenerational equity in theory**

Contemporary and past philosophers and social theorists have written and discussed the philosophical definition of IGE, and many logicians have studiously prepared logical propositions for the soundest arguments to support these definitions. This article does not offer its own definition of IGE but rather simply draws on the works of leading academics in the field, upon which the substantial arguments (about implementation) are developed. Edith Brown Weiss, a leading thinker on this subject, offers the following:

The basic concept is that all generations are partners caring for and using the Earth. Every generation needs to pass the Earth and our natural and cultural resources on in at least as good condition as we received them. This leads to three principles of intergenerational equity: options, quality and access.

---
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The first, comparable options, means conserving the diversity of the natural resource base so that the future generations can use it to satisfy their own values. The second principle, comparable quality, means ensuring the quality of the environment on balance is comparable between generations. The third one, comparable access, means non-discriminatory access among generations to the Earth and its resources.\textsuperscript{11}

There is also much literature that develops arguments around social choice theory, which is offered to resolve the ‘normative question’ of the conflict surrounding intergenerational distribution, and academics suggest that ‘[n]ormative analysis of intergenerational equity must combine sensitivity for the interests of people living in the present with respect for the interests of the large number of people that may exist in the future’.\textsuperscript{12} Such a balancing act between establishing what is in the best interests of a present generation compared with the interests of a future generation often relates back to John Rawls and the ‘veil of ignorance’ theory.\textsuperscript{13} This idea is used as a means to tease out the various responses to establishing an IGE doctrine to which different generations would agree if they did not know when they would appear from behind the veil.

Many of these discussions offer invaluable theories as to how IGE can be defined and no doubt many of them have been influential in the international as well as domestic spheres of governance. Indeed, the references to ‘protecting’ or ‘promoting’ the ‘rights’ or ‘interests’ of future generations in both international and domestic law suggest that such theories have already been taken into account by negotiators and drafters of legislation. For instance, the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, Article 3 states: ‘Parties should protect the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations of humankind, on the basis of equity and in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities’.\textsuperscript{14}

In addition, the UNECE Aarhus Convention offers two distinct references to future generations. The first is in the Preamble:\textsuperscript{15}

Recognising also that every person has the right to live in an environment adequate to his or her health and well-being, and the duty, both individually and in association with others, to protect and improve the environment for the benefit of present and future generations.

and the second in Article 1:

**Objective**

In order to contribute to the protection of the right of every person of present and future generations to live in an environment adequate to his or her health and well-being, each Party shall guarantee the rights of access to information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice in environmental matters in accordance with the provisions of this Convention.

It is especially relevant that references to future generations are made in environmental or climate change legal texts, because climate change is often seen as:

...a test case for axiomatic analyses of intergenerational equity ... it is likely that the climate policies that the present generation chooses in the first decades of this century will be important for generations that live hundreds and thousands of years from now. Hence, normative literature on intergenerational equity should offer useful structure in the discussion of such policies.\textsuperscript{16}

In addition to policy-makers appreciating and understanding the theory of IGE, it is important to consider how society as a whole can be guided by IGE principles, both in asking that its interests be represented in the policy-making process and also in every day activities. Consider that:

[a]xiomatic analyses of intergenerational equity and other systematic normative discussions of intergenerational distribution may promote normative reflections about intergenerational equity in society at large. If it becomes known that our actions appear not to lead to a good long-term outcome, according to some ethical norm, then people may adjust their behaviour by changing what they bequeath to their children, and by giving increased intrinsic value to nature.\textsuperscript{17}

Although these international texts, influenced by normative literature, may contain distinct references to protecting the interests of future generations, there is little explanation of how states should adhere to these obligations. The remainder of this article discusses how some states have already begun to do so – and how the United Kingdom might do the same.
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Guardians for future generations

During the preparatory conference in the build up to the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), the delegates from Malta made a proposal to institute an ‘official Guardian to represent posterity’s interests’.18 This proposal was based upon the fundamental premise that ‘future generations’ by their very nature cannot represent themselves, and so a guardian must be appointed to speak on their behalf. As in other instances where guardians are appointed to represent those who are unable to or incapable of representing themselves,19 the law could establish a role for guardians to represent ‘posterity’.

In the latest edition of Should Trees Have Standing?, Christopher Stone has included a chapter entitled ‘Should We Establish a Guardian for Future Generations?’, which sets about answering some of the main questions related to the proposal.20 It is outside the scope of this paper to explore these arguments in more detail, important though they are. Suffice to say that Stone’s analysis and expansion on the legal theory is valuable and should be read by others keen to further the debate on establishing guardians.

Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner for Future Generations and the legislature

The Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner for Future Generations (the Commissioner) has been in office since 2008, following his election by the unicameral Hungarian Parliament. The Commissioner is an environmental ombudsman, one of four ombudsmen in the country.21 The Hungarian Constitution enshrines the ‘right to a healthy environment’ and the Commissioner’s principal responsibility is to safeguard that constitutional right.22 There are also examples around the world of the former existence of similar portfolios, or of portfolios still in existence, in Canada, Finland, Israel and New Zealand.23

The Commissioner’s powers and procedure are governed by primary legislation, in ss 27/A-H of Act LX of 1993 on the Parliamentary Commissioner of Civil Rights (the Ombudsman Act).24 In May 2009, the Commissioner further specified the rules of his office’s investigations by Resolution No 1/2009 (V 4).25 The Office of the Commissioner is made up of four units: the Legal Department, Strategy and Science Department, Department for International Relations, and Coordination Department. Together, these departments assist the Commissioner in fulfilling his role.

The Commissioner is empowered to carry out investigations in relation to all issues that may affect citizens’ constitutional rights to a healthy environment. These do not only concern typical issues pertaining to air, water, waste etc but also all cases with a likely impact on the long term sustainability of the environment in the broadest sense.26

At the beginning of 2010 the Commissioner had received over 400 petitions from the public, and of those had completed 97 investigations, many of which focused on planning, noise and air pollution.27 The Commissioner’s reports, following investigation, are submitted to the relevant public bodies and he is also involved in legislative consultations and proposals.

On 25 February 2010, the Commissioner, Dr Sándor Fülop, spoke at an event hosted by the UK Environmental Law Association, the Ministry of Justice, and the Foundation for Democracy and Sustainable Development (FDSD): the latter prior to the event had written about what the United Kingdom could learn from the Commissioner.28 At the event, the audience learned more about the role of the Commissioner and debated the relative merits of looking to establish a similar portfolio in the United Kingdom.29 A follow-up initiative, led by the FDSD, invited interested organisations and individuals to participate in a brainstorming session in April 2010, which led to the jointly commissioned WWF-FDSD options paper already mentioned.30

The impending demise of the UK Sustainable Development Commission

The SDC was established in October 2000 to embed the principle of SD in the government’s decision-making process and act as “[t]he Government’s independent watchdog on sustainable development”.31 Its role and work have been wide-ranging and varied. Since its inception, it has been the body through which the UK government has addressed its SD commitments, and has offered advice on implementing the principle of SD at a national level. In 2010 it was announced that the government would withdraw funding from the SDC. As was stated in a previous
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23 Roderick (n 1) p 23 The Hungarian example will be looked at in more detailed as the one that offers the most detailed understanding of how such a role could work in practice.
26 Taken from the Annual Report of the Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner 2009.
27 Roderick Taking the Long View (n 1) p 24.
29 For details of the event see www.fdsd.org/2009/09/learning-from-hungarys-green-ombudsman/.
30 Roderick Taking the Longer View (n 1).
issue of ELM: “[t]he announcements triggered predictable responses from those who consider sustainable development to be a central issue for any government, and from others who never took the trouble to understand what sustainable development really involved.” This perhaps illustrates the diverging views of the SDC held by those inside and outside government.

Those who support its abolition argue that ‘it will save money; sustainable development has been embedded in every department; it will avoid duplication; sustainable development is too important to delegate to an external body.’ In contrast, the House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) has stated that the impending ‘disappearance of the SDC ... will leave a gap in the structures for embedding sustainable development across Government.’ Such a ‘gap’ will create an uncertain time for government and civil society alike, during which it remains to be seen how SD will be ‘embedded within’ the UK’s decision-making process; whether anything will be established to replace the SDC, and what the role and function of any such replacement will be.

If the UK government is to adhere not only to commitments made in international agreements to protect and promote the interests of future generations but also to be ‘the greenest government ever’, the mechanisms by which SD and IGE will be implemented into mainstream decision-making must be seriously considered. It might be that a Parliamentary Commissioner for Future Generations would be appropriate in the UK legislative process; primary legislation would need to be enacted to bring this into being. Other suggestions have included establishing a ‘future generations committee’ in the House of Lords, where, as part of its scrutinising function, peers would review legislation through a future generations prism; or establishing a committee of both the Houses of Parliament which would provide a forum in which MPs and peers would together ‘take the longer view’.

The Executive and decision making

It is suggested that the Executive – as the policy-driving sphere of governance – must ensure that IGE is integrated into its core decision-making role. As each secretary of state has a responsibility to promote the interests of his or her government department in a cabinet meeting, for instance, there are likely to be detailed deliberations over how best to represent the interests of, say, business and industry, as well as meeting the requirements of the environment. This discussion must also take into account the interests of society as a whole and the resulting decision taken by the Prime Minister must address all of these – often competing – interests.

Without a secretary of state to represent future generations to the Executive, we must consider how and if their interests are represented at all. Policy decisions now being taken by the coalition government suggest that the interests of future generations are not being represented or considered. A recent government proposal relating to the country’s forests provides a pertinent illustration. The Secretary of State for the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) announced a proposal ‘to fundamentally reform the public forestry estate, with diminishing public ownership and a greater role for private and civil society partners’. It is also relevant to note that the Public Bodies Bill, currently at committee stage in the House of Lords is: “[t]o make provision for conferring powers on Ministers of the Crown in relation to certain public bodies and offices, to confer powers on Welsh Ministers in relation to environmental public bodies, to make provision in relation to forestry [...]; and for connected purposes.”

The announcement about the forests was followed by the launch of a public consultation, offering society a chance to respond to the proposal. Many of the objections voiced cited the need to protect the forests for the benefit of present and future generations. On 11 February 2011, the government announced that: “[t]he planned sale of 15 per cent of state-owned forests will be put on hold... as they ‘re-examine the criteria’ for disposing of them.” Finally, on 17 February, it was announced that the ‘consultation was being scrapped and the relevant clauses in the Public Bodies Bill...removed.’

The Defra Secretary of State announced ‘if there is one clear message it is that people cherish their forests and woodlands and the benefits they bring.’ This is a fine example of civil society speaking up to protect the interests of present and future generations, which can arguably be construed as an attempt to fill the gap in the Cabinet where the interests of future generations are not being adequately considered by the Executive.

It is important to remove politics from this example, and look at the process relevant to this article. It would be improper simply to assert that a cabinet minister is incapable of thinking beyond a single parliamentary term to consider the impact of a decision on younger...
generations – and those yet to be born. However, the Public Bodies Bill and forestry examples do call into question the processes by which the Executive takes policy decisions, and whether or not the interests of future generations are being adequately addressed.

Incorporating the interests of future generations within the Cabinet

There are two possible suggestions to overcome this inadequacy in the Executive decision-making process. The first could be to establish a portfolio within the Cabinet that would look out for the interests of future generations. This would not necessarily have to be a secretary of state with a department to run and churn out policy but could at least be an advocacy role filled by a member of the government. This could feasibly be a member of the Commons or Lords who, in addition to his or her cabinet role, could also sit on the House of Lords/House of Commons Future Generations Committee as mentioned above.

The EAC, in its 2011 Report, suggested that:

While Defra has the expertise to help departments become more sustainable, it is not the best place from which to drive improved sustainable development performance across Government. After many years with the policy lead in this area, a different approach now needs to be taken, to provide greater political leadership for the sustainable development agenda. A new minister for sustainable development, ideally in the Cabinet Office, would provide a more effective base for driving action in departments.

Alternatively, the portfolio of each secretary of state could include a duty or responsibility to consider the long-term impact of any policy decision on future generations. The question would remain as to whom the Secretary of State would be answerable and how this ‘responsibility’ would be checked, but it is well worth considering as an option nonetheless.

A new approach for the judiciary

History informs us in many ways about our heritage, cultural development and how humanity has progressed through the ages to invent new technologies and make life-changing discoveries. The UK legal tradition learns from history through common law and applying precedence from cases already settled. The application of IGE is a relatively new approach for the judiciary to take, just as 10 or 15 years ago the application of environmental law principles was also new. There are notable instances where the judiciary has applied IGE in cases, and these can be seen as paving the way for other judicial systems to consider how they might depart from the traditional process of looking back to interpret the will of national parliaments or UN representatives and instead look ahead in drawing conclusions.

International Law, which dates back to the early seventeenth century and the rise of the sovereign nation-states, has been spatially oriented. To the extent that it considers the temporal dimension, it focuses mainly on the relationship of the present to the past. Problems of global climate change, which focus on the relationship of the present to the future, demand that it turn to the future.

It is not just the problems of global climate change that require the judiciary to turn to the future in passing judgments, but the need to address other environmental and SD issues as well. In response to the challenge that faced – and arguably continues to face – the judiciary throughout the world in 2002, the UN commissioned a Symposium of Global Judges to be held in Johannesburg to speak ‘decisively to the need for the institutions of government, including the judiciary, to do their part to ensure the long-term sustainability of human activity.’

In the introduction to the UNEP Judicial Handbook on Environmental Law, produced after the 2002 symposium, Weeramantry J stated that:

Institutions charged with responsibilities for the protection of the environment are therefore under a special duty to do what they can to avoid a situation where the judiciary is left unprepared to face this momentous challenge [...] Judges, as guardians of the rule of law, are uniquely positioned to give environmental law force and effect. They can bring integrity and certainty to the process of environmental protection, and help to ensure environmental responsibility and accountability within the government and the private sector.

The UNEP Judicial Handbook provides a thorough analysis of the many environmental law cases heard at the national level or in the International Court of Justice which apply environmental and SD principles, offering instructive judgments that could be applied, by way of analogy, in a range of national environmental law contexts. What follows draws on some, but by no means all, of the most important cases where IGE and the rights of future generations have been discussed in case law.

Public trust doctrine

In international law as early as 1893, the United States government argued in the Behring Sea Fur Seals
Arbitration of 189349 that ‘no possessor of property has an absolute title to it – his title is coupled with a trust for the benefit of mankind’. Things themselves are not given him, but only the usufruct or increase – he holds the thing in trust for the present and future generations of man’.50

In Willoughby City Council v The MinisterAdministering the Natural Parks and Wildlife Act 51 the applicant brought a challenge to the decision of the National Parks and Wildlife service to lease parts of the recreation reserve for private development. Stein J said:

... national parks are held by the State in trust for the enjoyment and benefit of its citizens, in current and future generations. In this instance the public trust is reposed in the Minister, the director and the service. These public offices have a duty to protect and preserve national parks and exercise their functions and powers within the law in order to achieve the objects of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. (emphasis added)

Two Sri Lankan cases, Gunaratne v Ceylon Petroleum Corporation and Premachandra and Dodangoda v Jayawickreme and Bakeer Markar 52 illustrate that the public trust concept is based upon the notion that the present generation holds on trust natural resources of the earth for future generations. When applicable as a legal principle, public trust contemplates that certain things, such as natural resources and the exercise of public power, are held by governments in trust for the citizenry and must be used for the public benefit.53

Natural and cultural heritage rights

The UN Educational Social and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) Convention 54 recognises that items of cultural and natural heritage are increasingly threatened, not simply by natural decay but also by changing social and economic conditions. The convention calls for participation in the protection of cultural and natural heritage by the international community. Under the convention, each state party ‘ensures the identification, protection, conservation, presentation and transmission to future generations (emphasis added) of the natural heritage situated in its territory’.55

In the Commonwealth of Australia v The State of Tasmania,56 the High Court of Australia had to consider whether the convention duties contained legal obligations to protect sites. The court decided, ruling 4–3, that obligations of the convention were legal in nature.

International Court of Justice

In Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hung v Slovk), the case concerning the Gabcikovo Nagymaros Project of locks and dams on the Danube river, the principle of SD was given much attention by the court, which recognised as a ‘developing norm’ of environmental law that the ‘need to reconcile economic development with protection of the environment is aptly expressed in the concept of sustainable development’.57

In his dissenting opinion in the Nuclear Tests Case (New Zealand v France), Weeramantry J argues that ‘[t]his Court, as the principle judicial organ of the United Nations, empowered to state and apply international law, with an authority matched by no other tribunal must, in its jurisprudence, pay due recognition to the rights of future generations’.58

Further, in the recent Pulp Mills case Cançado Trindade J offered a separate Opinion analysing in detail how IGE must be applied in judicial deliberations:

[n]owadays, in 2010, it can hardly be doubted that the acknowledgment of inter-generational equity forms part of conventional wisdom in International Environmental Law...It is not surprising that, in the course of the proceedings before the ICJ in the present case...inter-generational equity has significantly been kept in mind by both contending parties, Uruguay and Argentina, in their arguments presented to the Court in the written and oral phases.59

Intergenerational Equity in the Philippines Supreme Court

Perhaps the most cited case addressing the rights of future generations is Minors Oposa v Secretary of State for the Department of Environment and Natural Resources.60 In this case the claimants – a group of children – sought an order to the government to discontinue existing and further timber licence agreements. The claimants alleged that deforestation was causing environmental damage which affected not only young but also future generations and they sought to establish standing for both present and future generations. The government argued that the claimants were not successful in stating a cause of action and ‘that the issues raised were non-justiciable political ones’. The trial court dismissed the complaint but the claimants appealed to the Supreme Court.

49 Behring Sea Fur Seals Arbitration (Great Britain v United States) Moore’s International Arbitrations (1893) 755.
50 Willoughby City Council v The Minister Administering the Natural Parks and Wildlife Act (1992) 78 LGERA 19 (Australia).
52 Shelton Judicial Handbook (n 46) p 23.
53 UNESCO Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972).
54 Commonwealth of Australia v The State of Tasmania No C6 of 1983, 46 ALR 625, 68 ILR 266.
The Supreme Court reversed the trial judge’s ruling, and held that the standing was granted to the claimants who were able to ‘represent their yet unborn posterity’. It was also held that the claimants had adequately asserted a right to a balanced and healthful ecology, based on the right expressed in the Constitution.  

It is worth considering whether or not a claimant in the United Kingdom would be able to bring a case on behalf of future generations, as was successfully achieved in Minors Oposa. Just as Christopher Stone famously asked ‘should trees have standing’, arguably establishing some of the core foundations upon which environmental law cases are brought, the time is now ripe for us to consider ‘should future generations have standing’. While the case law of the Philippines’ Supreme Court does not set precedent for UK courts, this and the developing body of international case law could help to establish a persuasive argument for a UK claimant to bring a case on behalf of future generations.

The precautionary principle

When applying and interpreting environmental legislation and decisions that affect and could result in irreversible harm to ecosystems, biodiversity, marine habitats, resource use and depletion, and climate change, the precautionary principle must prevail if IGE is to be implemented. The widely used and understood definition of the precautionary principle was formulated at the 1992 Rio UNCED. Significantly, only a few years later, the ICJ stated that it ‘may now be a principle of customary international law’.

When we consider the possible impacts of irreversible harm on future generations and the role of the executive and legislature in safeguarding their interests and rights, it could be argued that the precautionary principle should be applied when a decision is being made and not left to be made by the courts when reviewing a decision. Many decisions made today are likely to have long-term far-reaching consequences; it might not be enough for future generations to ask the judiciary to review a decision or hear a case where the precautionary principle has not been applied. By that time the harm might be permanent and the exercise simply an academic one. I would argue that it is more than important to apply the precautionary principle when arriving at a decision or scrutinising legislation – it is imperative.

The imperative to adopt such an approach goes beyond the international or national legal framework establishing guidance on how to apply the precautionary principle. The imperative is a moral one, which can—and must—guide the creation, application and enforcement of the law. Cançado Trindade J’s recent separate Opinion in Pulp Mills supports this assertion where he states: ‘[i]n my own understanding, it is not possible to conceive the legal order making abstraction of the moral order, just as it is not possible to conceive the advancement of science making abstraction of the ethical order either.’

Indigenous culture and IGE

The UNEP Judicial Handbook includes many references to examples of indigenous cultures practising IGE as part of everyday activities, and quotes the UN Special Rapporteur Fatma Zohra Ksentini who has stated that: ‘In nearly all indigenous cultures, the land is revered; “Mother Earth” is the core of their culture. The land is the home of the ancestors, the provider of everyday material needs, and the future held in trust for coming generations.’ It is therefore instructive to consider some examples where indigenous communities have established principles or constitutional frameworks that protect the future for ‘coming generations’.

The Confederation of the Six Nations of the Iroquois in North America adopted something called the Gayanshagowa, or Great Binding Law. This serves as the constitution of the confederation and defines the duties, rights, and qualifications of Iroquois lords. The Gayanshagowa states:

‘Look and listen for the welfare of the whole people and have always in view not only the present but also the coming generations, even those whose faces are yet beneath the surface of the ground — the unborn of the future Nation.

In addition, the Bemidji Statement outlines the commitment of indigenous peoples to establish a future generations guardian. It states:

By returning to the collective empowerment and decision making that is part of our history, we are able to envision a future that will restore and protect the inheritance of this, and future generations. Therefore, we will designate Guardians for the Seventh Generation.

This approach, where the well-being of the seventh generation is considered, should be seen as no less than enlightened. Its incorporation into mainstream UK political and legal decision-making should be explored and a new paper published in February 2011 by scientists from the University of Oxford and climate experts from the Hadley Centre argues for just that. The crux of the findings support the argument that climate modelling to the year 2050 may not be long-term enough and that experts should consider using scientific models that extend to
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the year 2200. The argument maintained here is that modelling the cumulative emissions to 2200 could provide a more appropriate way to frame scientific and evidence-based policy relating to carbon emissions. The paper also calls on policy-makers to frame policy-making decisions in light of the longer-term scientific climate model trajectories that are suggested. As a rule of thumb it is considered that a generation is made up of cycles of 20–25 years, thus between the present 2011 and 2200 there are about 190 years, or to put another way, seven to eight generations. It is just such a convergence of scientific ideas for climate modelling and the principles of the Bemidji generations. It is just such a convergence of scientific ideas that could go a long way to support such enlightened long-term thinking in the UK.

A community in Devon, called Embercombe, already runs a council of decision-making modelled on the practice of looking forward to the seventh generation. The councillors who represent the Embercombe community gather together to discuss and agree upon matters that affect the future of the community as a whole, in a process called the ‘Circle of Law’. Traditionally, this practice has incorporated a symbolic representation of this approach to decision making, such as a small fire burning at the centre of the circle: often called the Children’s Fire, this reminds those making decisions of the children of the community and their future.

Involving young people in the decision-making process

The younger generations will inherit the legacy of decisions made by those in power. This article has offered examples of how the rights and interests of young and future generations can be safeguarded by politicians and lawyers acting on their behalf in the decision-making process or as ‘guardians’. It will now look at examples where the youth constituency has proactively sought to be involved in the process to represent itself.

Recognising the interests of youth at the United Nations

Since the Rio Earth conference in 1992, where a young girl made a speech imploring negotiators to consider their responsibility to put the youth perspective at the heart of decision-making, young people from all over the world have been participating in the international negotiating process. In 2009 the youth community formally submitted an application to the UNFCCC secretariat, requesting that it be granted official stakeholder status. The application was approved, the YOUNGO (youth constituency) was approved, the YOUNGO (youth constituency)

established, and the channels for participation in UNFCCC negotiations formalised for young people. The YOUNGO is able to offer interventions to the UNFCCC plenary or subsidiary body groups and in December 2010, at the COP 16 in Mexico, it successfully worked with country delegations to strengthen Article 6 of the UNFCCC. Article 6 relates to ‘education, training and public awareness’ for civil society and the COP 16 decision includes specific reference to ‘public participation in addressing climate change and its effects and developing adequate responses’.

This successful intervention has paved the way for young people to be involved and participate in legislative processes at the national level and serves as a pertinent illustration of IGE in practice. It is especially notable because the youth community has worked hard to protect its own interests and safeguard its own future where it appeared that those in positions of responsibility were failing to do so.

UK DECC Youth Advisory Panel

The UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) Youth Advisory Panel was established as a pilot in February 2010 in response to youth advocates drawing on the Aarhus Convention to support their proposal, in addition to the then Secretary of State wishing to ‘institutionalise the rights of future generations’ and ‘go beyond the politics of now’. The young people of the panel work together, led by the guiding principle of ‘incorporating intergenerational equity’ into government decision-making. During monthly meetings at DECC, the panel engages in discussion and dialogue about energy and climate change policy and how decisions relating to these matters may positively or negatively impact on their lives and futures. The panel also has the opportunity to meet policy-makers and ministers to share ideas and discuss how the interests of younger generations could be incorporated into the policy-making process. At the end of the series of visits in 2010, the panel compiled a report, Energy: How Fair Is It Anyway?, giving a young person’s perspective on the application of IGE to decisions relating to energy.

One way in which the international youth community is working with governments to implement Article 6 is by establishing youth advisory panels in other countries across the world. By running the UK scheme as a one-
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year pilot and successfully showing how young people can engage and interact with their governments on issues of national importance, the Youth Advisory Panel has paved the way for inclusive and collaborative integration of IGE.75

The Youth Advisory Panel will continue to offer a practical means for young people to collaborate and share their ideas with decision-makers and those who are writing the country’s law and policies through government.

Conclusions

The body of academic literature has evolved over many years to offer interpretations and definitions of IGE that go a long way towards illustrating what the principle itself looks like, as well as producing challenging approaches that might not appeal to decision-makers and legislators. Such approaches include considering how the present generation must alter its perception of what it ‘deserves’ and has a right to do, if it is going to work actively to safeguard the interests of those who are yet to be born. The discussion that teases out the morally appropriate course of action in light of the responsibilities of decision-makers is often a deeply philosophical one. Perhaps the most challenging aspect of incorporating IGE into mainstream decision-making has been bridging the division between moral philosophers and policy-makers, or it could have been the anxiety felt by elected representatives that ‘taking the long view’, while beneficial to those who are yet to come into existence, might be misinterpreted as ignoring the interests of the present day electorate. The threat of electoral discontent is a powerful force that frequently influences policy and legislation, and, as future generations cannot vote for the present day government, their interests lag behind every other interest in Parliament.

That said, this article has served to illustrate that legislation measuring up to the challenge of incorporating IGE does exist, and that throughout the world the obligations of IGE have been transposed into everyday decision and policy-making processes in intelligent and innovative ways. It has shown that mechanisms exist in the legislature in the form of parliamentary commissioners or guardians; that increasingly influential recommendations are being made to establish relevant portfolios in the executive; that young people themselves are being integrated into governing and policy-making processes; and that the courts have offered cogent judgments conferring rights to future generations and elucidating on the significance of the principles of SD and IGE.

Above all, this article has sought to show that, although discussion about legislative frameworks and political machinations is important, the thinking of our executives, legislators and judges alike must be guided by a much more powerful imperative. What adequate remedy can there be for a generation that has had its future compromised by those in positions of power, the people who were meant to be looking out for it and its future? What adequate remedy can there be for a generation which comes into being only to find that the forests have been logged and the species its ancestors once adored and marvelled at have been lost forever? Perhaps the courts would declare that previous generations of decision-makers had acted irresponsibly and had not protected the interests of the claimants, in spite of the existence of appropriate international and domestic law. However, by then such a declaration would be of little comfort, since it would not be able to bring back the trees and other flora and fauna that had once made up the beautiful, intricate, awe-inspiring, biodiverse fabric of the earth.

In implementing IGE, governments will not only be living up to their legally binding commitments, and adhering to the precautionary and sustainable development principles, they will be fulfilling their moral responsibility to safeguard the future for generations to come.

---
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